Automation - Lightning Fast
Tricentis Tosca, the #1 Continuous Testing platform, accelerates testing with a low-code/no-code approach. With advanced model-based test automation for 150+ technologies, you can rapidly construct, stabilize and execute resilient end-to-end tests. Salesforce, SAP, mobile, mainframe, APIs, and many other technologies can be integrated into a single end-to-end test case.

Automation Faster and Smarter
Tricentis Tosca leverages the unique power of the Tricentis framework in order to achieve high levels of maintainable automation, covering both Classic and Lightning with no need for custom development coding or technical knowledge. Tests can be created based on any Salesforce configuration, and reused across Classic and Lightning seamlessly.

Build for Reuse
Tricentis leverages the unique power of the Tricentis framework in order to achieve high levels of maintainable automation, covering both Classic and Lightning with no need for custom development coding or technical knowledge. Tests can be created based on any Salesforce configuration, and reused across Classic and Lightning seamlessly.

Automate
Using the Tosca Salesforce Scan, create the entire automation model for your Salesforce organisation in under 90 seconds.

Optimize
Test Case Design for Salesforce reduces your automation suite by 50% while increasing risk coverage.

Execute & Monitor
Once models are built, the same tests can be run across both Classic and Lightning—on any browser.

Migrate
Tricentis can also assist with your migrations from 3rd party CRMs to Salesforce. Reconciliation, integrity and data quality checks are automated and provided in business readable outputs to accelerate your migration.